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Abstract

Copyright protection of digital contents, as one of 

the most important application of digital watermark, 

works by watermark verification. In traditional 
watermark authentication scheme, a prover exposed a 

watermark to be present in a digital data to the 

possible dishonest verifier. However, a potential 
attacker is able to spoil or remove the watermark 

entirely once classified information like the watermark 

or the embedding key is known. Some of previous 
schemes proposed as solution haven’t achieved 

desirable result really. Their lacking of security and 

validity is the most serious problem. In this paper, we 
propose a secure watermark verification scheme based 

on zero knowledge protocols and public-key encryption 
scheme in order to solve this problem. There no secret 

information that can be used for removing watermark 

is disclosed during the verification process. It has 
considerable advantages over previously proposed 

schemes in terms of security and validity. 

1. Introduction 

With the rapid spread of computer networks and the 

further development of multimedia technologies, digital 

contents can be accessed easily, and the protection of 

intellectual property becomes more and more 

important every day. Digital watermark is proposed as 

an approach to solve this problem.  

The basic idea behind digital watermark is to embed 

information into a host data so that if the embedded 

information can be reliably recovered, then this 

information can specify the affiliation between the data 

and its original owner. The embedded process involves 

imperceptibly modifying the host data using a secret 

key and the watermark to produce a watermarked data. 

In traditional watermark verification scheme, a prover 

exposed secret information that can be used to remove 

the watermark in order to prove a watermark presents 

in a digital object to the verifier. This is a significant 

security risk because a potential attacker can destroy 

the watermark message to defeat the intention of 

proving ownership. Zero knowledge watermark 

verification is a promising approach to overcome 

security issue during watermark verification. Its basic 

idea is to apply cryptography tools to hide classified 

information and implement the verification without 

disclosing any information. The idea of zero knowledge 

watermark verification was first proposed in [1]. 

Further zero knowledge interactive proposals (ZKIP) 

for watermark verification are presented in [2]~[6].  

In [1] a graph generated from an image that must 

have a signature and an isomorphic graph is 

concealed in this image. The ZKIP for the graph 

isomorphism is applied to assert the copyright of 

this image. One problem is that adversary can 

modify the least significant bits easily, thus prevent 

copyright owner from showing his ownership of the 

image. More importantly, the adversary can embed 

forgery watermark into the image, then he can prove 

he is “real” copyright owner by ZKIP too. 
A protocol for the watermarking decision problem is 

proposed in [2]. The basic idea is to secretly and 

verifiably compute the correlation between the 

watermark and the underlying stego-data: The seller 

use his public key of well-known RSA public key 

cryptosystem to encrypts the watermark and stego-data 

added by a random sequence and sends them to the 

verifier. In a challenge-response manner the seller 

convinces the verifier that the watermark correlates 

with stego-data. However, both ensuring the randomness 

of sequence and computing method to measure 

correlation are inherent problem of that protocol.  

Craver presents two schemes for zero knowledge

watermark detection in [3]. The first one relies on 

some permutation of images, where the permutation 

must be secret. As uncommon intensity values in the 

image are mapped to uncommon values in scrambled 

image, giving an attacker a great deal of information 

by narrowing down the set of original pixels mapping 

to a scrambled pixel. The same problem also exists in 

the second one. More recently, Craver et al give a 

refined protocol [4], but the protocol does not state
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how to verify the presence of scrambled watermark in the

scrambled image without revealing secret information.

Adelsbach et al give a formal definition of zero

knowledge watermark detection protocols based on

definitions known from cryptography [5]. For a blind

and non-blind version of a well-known class of

watermarking schemes as introduced in [6], they

propose zero knowledge detection protocols based on

commitment schemes. The authors understand this

protocol a provable secure protocol. But there are two

issues: (1) Detection process disclosed watermark

embedding location so as to an attacker can easily 

remove watermark information. (2) Whether or not

authors reasonably compute the commitment of A . (3)

The detection scheme can reveal classified information

when the commitment value must be opened.

These protocols mentioned above must be improved

for actual application due to security or validity. In this

paper we propose secure watermark verification scheme

based on zero knowledge protocols and public-key

encryption scheme. It provides copyright proving without

revealing any information to remove the watermark.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In

Section 2, we overview the cryptographic tools which

will be used in our scheme. In Section 3, we provide the

secure watermark verification scheme and show the zero

knowledge property of our scheme. Finally, in Section 

4, we give a conclusion and future research direction.

2. Background overview

2.1 Zero knowledge protocol

A zero knowledge protocol, also called an

interactive zero knowledge proof, is an active

research area in cryptography. Very informally, zero

knowledge proofs allow a prover to demonstrate he

has a certain piece information without giving it

away to the verifier, he is convincing. At the end,

verifier is completely convinced of the fact, but doesn’t

get any useful knowledge about the fact.

In general, a zero knowledge protocol consists of a

specified number of rounds. A typical round of the

protocol will consist of a challenge depending on

random numbers or the outcomes of fair coin tosses by

verifier, and a response by prover. If prover has a

certain knowledge, he can answer all the questions

correctly. If he does not, he has some chance of

answering correctly. At the end of the proof, the

verifier either “accepts” or “rejects”, depending on

whether or not prover successfully replies to all of

verifier’s challenges. It is useful for zero knowledge

proof to have the following properties, especially in

cryptographic applications:

Completeness. The zero knowledge proof always

succeeds if prover’s claim is true and he knows a

proof for it. This implies that the probability of

failure is not of practical significance, 

Soundness. The proof succeeds only with a

negligible probability if prover’s claim is false or he

doesn’t know a proof for it. Soundness guarantees

that impersonator must know equivalent of prover’s

secret knowledge. Thus, soundness prevents a

dishonest prover from convincing an honest verifier.

Zero knowledge (ZK). The verifier learns nothing

about the fact being proved from the prover that he

could not already learn without the prover, even if

the verifier does not follow the protocol (as long as

the prover does). In a zero knowledge proof, the 

verifier cannot even later prove the fact to anyone

else. The zero knowledge property implies that a

prover executing the protocol does not release any

information about its secret knowledge.
One advantage of zero knowledge proof is no 

degradation with usage: protocols proven to have the

ZK property do not suffer degradation of security with

repeated use, and resist chosen plaintext attacks. This

is perhaps the most appealing practical feature of ZK

techniques.

Limit to length, we only provide the above simple

introduction. The detail to zero knowledge proof is 

provided in [7][8][9].

2.2 Public-key encryption scheme 

In our watermark verification scheme, we select

Rabin cryptosystem as encryption tool. Rabin’s

scheme gets its security from the difficulty of

finding square roots modulo a composite number. It is

computationally secure against a chosen plaintext

attack provided that the modulus  cannot be

factored. The system is described as following. 

pqn

First choose two primes,  and , both

congruent to 3 mod 4. These primes are the private

key; the product 

p q

pqn is the public key.

To encrypt a message M  (M must be less than ),

simply compute C . Decrypting the

message is just as easy, but slightly more annoying.

For detail, reader can reference [10][11].

n

nM 2 mod

3. Our watermark verification scheme 

In this section, we first introduce basic definitions and

notations of watermark schemes. We then provide

the secure watermark verification scheme and show



both protocols are zero knowledge protocols. 

3.1 Definitions and notations 

Let denote the host data and

, denote the watermark

to be embedded. Let
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be the watermarked host data, key used for

embedding watermark and key used for extracting

watermark, respectively. must be kept a secret.

For symmetric key watermark scheme, there is

= . In most cases, both  and

involve the information correlated to watermark

embedding location. The host data  is not

necessarily during detection process (e.g., blind

detection). However, it may be used to improve the

robustness. Let
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of h , i.e., the sequence of modified coefficients of

host data in which watemark was embedded. In

watermark verification the correlation value 
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hw
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,
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between  andw 'h  is computed, where

denotes the scalar product of the two

vectors  and . Given some threshold

ba,

a b , if

cr , then we can conclude presence of the

watermark  in w h .

Next, we present two zero knowledge protocols:

))(,,( hhZKIP  and ))(),(( hwZKIP  for our

watermark verification scheme. In former protocol,

the prover convinces verifier that )(h  is derived

from a permutation of h . The goal of this protocol

is to conceal the information of the location in

which watermark was embedded. In later protocol,

the prover demonstrates that permutation of the

watermark )(w is present in the permutation of

watermarked host data )(h . The verifier will be

convinced of the fact that the watermark  is

present in the watermarked host data

w

h  if in both

protocols he accepts prover’s proof. 

3.2 Protocol ))(,,( hhZKIP

(1) The prover randomly chooses a permutation

of permutation group  on  elements and

computes

nS n

)(h . Then, he sends ,h )(h ,

and )(h

0

to the verifier.

1

))(

)(h

)

(2) The verifier chooses at random a bit , and sends

it to prover.

b

(3) If b , the prover sets . Else he sets

. Then, the prover sends 

1

 to Vic.

(4) The verifier checks that hh( if 0b

or )())(( hh if b=1, and rejects

immediately if not.

(5) Both prover and verifier perform these steps

times. If all checks were completed

successfully, the verifier accepts 

k k

)(h is a

scrambled version of h .

It can be easily shown that the protocol is zero 

knowledge protocol. If is not a scrambled

version of h , the prover cannot create )(h  which

is isomorphic to both h and )(h . He can create a

scrambled version of h  or (h  that is either

isomorphic to h or isomorphic to )(h . He has

only a 50 percent chance of guessing which proof

verifier will ask him to perform in step (2). Moreover,

this protocol doesn’t provide verifier any useful

information to help him in figuring out an isomorphism

between h and )(h . Because the prover chooses a 

new permutation for each round of the protocol, the

verifier can get no information no matter how many

rounds they go through the protocol. 

3.3 Protocol ))(),(( hwZKIP

(1) Prover chooses a random number 0  and 

computes the value )(h  and )w( .

Then, the prover uses Rabin cryptosystem to 

encrypt both )(h  and )w(  to get

))(( hE and ))(( wE . Here, we assume

)(h  and )(w are integers. Note that

this is no real constraint, because we can scale the

sequence appropriately. He sends his public-key,

))(( hE  and ))(( wE  to verifier.

(2) The verifier chooses at random a bit b , and



sends it to the prover.

(3) If , the prover reveals0b . The verifier

checks with the prover’s public-key whether or

not ))(h(E  was computed correctly.

If , (a) The prover discloses both 

(
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and ( ) to the

verifier. (b) The verifier validates the

correctness of these two sequences sent to him

by checking whether or not both equations
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If verifier rejects the legitimacy of these two

sequences, the protocol was broke. Otherwise, the 

protocol continues: (c) Both prover and verifier

compute:
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Then, they compare cr  with threshold . If

cr , the prover’s proof is successful. 

(4) The prover and verifier perform these steps

times. The verifier accepts the fact that

n
)(w  is 

present in )(h if all tests passed. 

Now, we show this protocol is a zero knowledge

protocol. First, the prover’s proof always succeds if

)(w is present in )(h . Second, the prover can

send a forging
'))(h(E to fool the verifier, he

will be caught in any given round of the protocol

with probability 1/2 in step (3), and his probability

of deceiving the verifier in all  rounds is 1 .

Third, the prover reveals no information to the

verifier during verification because the random

number, random permutation, and encryption

scheme together conceal the information of both

watermark embedding location and coefficient

values of watermarked host data. 

n n2/

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we present a secure watermark

verification scheme based on zero knowledge

protocol and publik-key encryption scheme. It

provides copyright proving without revealing any

information to remove the watermark. This leads to a

significant improvement of watermark verification

scheme in terms of security and validity. Future

research may investigate how secret extracts

watermark for more accurate computing correlation

value. Another research direction may be to further

develop asymmetric watermark technique for secure

watermark detection. 
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